RAISED ADA INFO

- 20\(^\circ\) RADIUS recessed into part
- 2\(^\circ\) wide tab, 2 locations
- Width varies
- Ribs on underside of tabs
- Rib around perimeter of wedge part
- Ribs tapered (not tab)
- Recession in part

SECTION A-A

- Notes:
  1. Casting tolerances: +/- 0.03\" unless otherwise specified
  2. Hole tolerances: +0/-0.03\" on diameter
  3. Material: Metal specification ASTM A159 G3000 Cast Iron
  4. Unspecified fillet R = 0.08\" maximum

SECTION B-B

- Connection detail
- Wedge with tabs connects to 24x24 or 24x30 iron dome tile to create radius
- Rect. part slotted to receive wedge tab
- Washer bottom side of wedge tab

NOTE: PRIMARY DIMENSION INCHES

mm in parentheses

ALL DIMENSIONS NOMINAL

GRADE:
Tactile Warning Surface

PART NO.:
20\(^\circ\) WEDGE IRON DOME

MATERIAL:
Cast Iron

PROJECT:

- ADA-REP_CI20WEDGE
- 20\(^\circ\) Radius Wedge
- Part size 4\" (102mm) x 24\" (610mm)
- Plans and Details

REPLACEABLE TACTILE WARNING SURFACE UNIT

20\(^\circ\) Radius Wedge